Minutes

- Introductions
- Mission, Goals and Objectives
- Antitrust guidelines
- Meeting Minutes review –
  - Guidelines collaboration on MS Teams Cybersecurity Committee Org.
  - Co-Chair Role is now filled. Action completed!
  - ART Committee collaboration with Cybersecurity Committee.
    - **Chris Dewitt, Juan and Oren** – Chris contacted Joe, but we have not had a chance to talk to him. Action to follow up with Joe Weiss via conference call – sensor level cyber perspective for ART Sensor Stewardship. Action not completed.
- 2021 Goals and Objectives
  - With the appointment of new Cyber Guidelines chair, restart work towards progressing this objective.
  - Begin liaising with IOGP on cyber consideration being undertaken by its operator members.
    - Diogenes notes that the IOGP goal may be less priority than the other 2 goals.
    - Siv mentioned we had discussions with API and IOGP already in the development of the guidelines. Michael said there is a joint paper published during this time. This collaboration is beneficial for all involved, as the risks and mitigations are very similar and should be consistent through the supply chain.
  - Further explore implications of cyber security concerns as the digitization focus continues to take hold for upstream interests.
- Committee Activity Updates
  - GOM AMSC Security Exercise
    - Juan asks - Can this exercise be used as validated training for operator cybersecurity training requirements?
      - While “training” is a broad scope, participation in this exercise is extremely valuable, as this will reinforce to the rig crews that cybersecurity threat needs to be taken seriously as a security matter.
Would Operators like to participate in these exercises? Tentative YES.

Guidelines development

Jim notes that as we move forward, we should engage the upstream supply chain (IOGP, API, etc) to participate and recognize the guidelines to provide feedback and legitimacy.

We need members to get involved with the MS Teams channel to continue collaboration on this front, as this initiative must be a joint effort between drilling contractors, operators, class societies, and vendors.

Jim mentions Executive Committee meeting can be used to request further support from leadership teams of the member organizations.

Juan notes 2021 looks to be a big year for bolstering OT security, as regulation, client demands, and risks increase.

Juan – Thursday, March 25th 0900 to 1100 CST – Make an project outline and plan to deliver a product by a certain date.

- Jim to inform the Executive Committee of this initiative during the next meeting on March 2nd and 3rd.
- Jennifer to offer a Project Manager to assist in driving this project.
- Participants – please review existing guidelines prior to meeting.

Notable Events

- Florida water plant unauthorized remote access through TeamViewer.
  - Highlights issues with remote access in OT.
- SolarWinds compromise deepens third party software risk.

Upcoming activities

- 2021 committee meetings will be posted on website.
- Drilling Contractor Sub-Committee – TBD
- Guideline Development Working Group (MS Teams)
  - See above on this meeting.